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Shortened semesters .under study
(Editor's note: The Opin1011
staff was informed shortly be[ore

publication ~t ~ the 15-weeJ&:
~mester and the eigbt~credit
summer session - article also on
])age 1- were apwoved by the fl1II
coll~e.faculty.)

By Chuck Friedman
The length of semesters at
William Mitchell College of Law
would be cut by one week under a
proposal aeproved by the
college's AC?adem:ic Affairs
Committee.
Committee Chairman Bernard
Becker met with other members
Oct. 8 to discuss the proposal,

which would reduce the required
number oI semester weeks from.
16 fo 15. Student members of the
committee are Shirley Furber
andRichardBreitman.
Adaption of the new schedule
will require approval by a vote of
the entire faculty. l'he vote
should take place within the next
twoweeks.
Most law schools follow the 15week schf;?dule; some allow for 14
weeks. Hamline uses the 15-week
system, and, according to
Associate Dean Robert Grabb,
-the University of Minnesota will
use the 15-week schedule when
the law school makes the transition from the quarter to the

semester system next year.
At:gwnent11 supporting tbe
1>roposal's adoption include
additipna] vacation time :and the
j)OSSibility 0£ providing more
reading days between the encl of
classes and the beginning of the
.final examination period The
change could also reduce the
problem of scheduling - holiday
make-ups.
·
Opposing arguments include
the loss of educational benefit to
students, a concern that some
electives might have to be increased from two to three credits
and the need to meet standards
established by the American Bar
Association and the Ameri~n

College survey shows need
for child-care program
By Katy_Pe11'y
The need for child-care services at William Mitchell is
great, according to a survey of
student5 and faculty and staff
mem~rs this-fall.
·
The survey, prepared by Joan
Lucas, Stµdent Bar Association
vice president, was available to
students during registration for
fall classes. Members of the
faculty and the staff received
copies in their pay envelopes. 1n
addition, a notice of the survey
was placed in the Docket early iq
the fall semester.
Approximately 200 responses
were received. One hundred five
females responded. Fifty of these
have children; 55 do not. Of the 91
males who responded, 33 have
children; 58 do not. The total
number of children among all
respondents is 140. Of these,
approximately 100 can be
identified as needing some form
of child care.
The need for child-care services is probably even greater
than these initial figures indicate,
however, since from 1,100
students and 200 staff and faculty
members, only 200 responses
were received.
The survey was prepared with
the aid of a professional consultant who specializes in helping
to set up child-care facilities. The

consultant will also help to interpret the results of the survey.
A meeting has been arranged for
this purpose. On Oct. 14, Deans
Geoffrey Peters, Robert
Oliphant, and Melvin Goldberg
will meet with Lucas, the consultant who helped prepare the
survey and a representative of
the Women's Law Caucus. It is
hoped that a steering committee
can be formed to determine
whether child-care facilities for
use by students, faculty and staff
can be setup.
The survey indicates that the
greatest demand for child-care
services is for evening and dropby care. Any child-care facility
would have to be licensed and,
accordingly, me-et certain
standards. It is apparent that the
law school itself does not have
room to provide such a facility.
Oliphant has suggested that it
would be worthwhile to check into
the possiQility of using the
facilities of , one of the neigh~
borhood churches, which would
already be licensed. The m1,tin
problem would be the extension
of available hours to accommodte children during
evenings and weekends.
Care could be provided on a
drop-by basis at first. The parent
would make a reservation 24
hours in advance for the

requested time period. While it
wouldn't be possible for parents
to visit their children during the
short break between classes, use
of a neighborhood church would
be convenient. In addition, it
would be possible to improve the
college's relationship with the
community by opening the
-facility to people in the neighborhood.
Oliphant suggested the
possibility of using House of Hope
Presbyterian Church. While it is
se:veral blocks away,· House of
Hope would be both convenient
and secure once the proposed van
service to the parkir:lg lot goes
into effect.
·
Quality child care can be expensive. Students indicate that
they pay anywhere from $40 to
$75 a week !or child-care services. The cost for the facility
would have to be borne by those
who use it. It's possible that
parents could trade hours worked
in the child-care center for the
cost of the care of their-children.
The project is still in its early
planning stages, and there are
many details that need to be
worked out. If anyone has
questions, suggestions, or
opinions to (lxpress · on the subc
ject, he or she is urged to leave a
message for Lucas in the Used
Bookstore.

AssociationofLawSchools.
residence of not less th.tin 1,200
"From an academic and tuition bours extended over a ~od of
point of view, students here are 1IOt Jess than. . . 120 weeks for
getting more for their dollars part-tim.e students." . William
than those who are in a 15-week Mitchell is within the class-hours
program, ' said Dean Geoffrey regu]atjon, requiring 1,408 (88
Peters. "Any change should not' times-16) credits to graduate. But
~ a-cross the beard, but should Ass9clateDean Melvin Goldberg
also address bow many credits a said that the ll.0-week -residency
course should ~ -and bow may present problems for those
~ch breadth each. student students who gradua(e · one
should ~ave b~fore he semesterearly.
graduates. .
.
. Requirements adopted by the
Peters said many ~ools ~ve AALS c~nsist of at least 1,080
three- and foll!"-credit electives class hours in part-time
and thaL_reducmg semesteni by
. .
.
one week would mean a greater residence for at lea~t . ~ full
chance of increasing meeting weeks of work. The def1D1tions for
time. !Ihe effect would be that "residency" and "full weeks of
students might have to omit more work" as they apply to part-ti~e
of their elective choices.
programs are somewhat difThe ABA requires ''the com- ferentunderthetwoassociations.
pletion of a course of study in The pertinent text material
follows.
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Faculty committee considers
expanded summer program

Summer Bar results
Minnesota: First Tiine - 155/168 ( 92.26%) passed;
Over-all-161/179 (89.94%) passed
Hamline: First Time-96/105 (91.42%) passed;
Over-all-102/119 (85. 71 % ) passed
Mitchell: First Time-154/173 (89.01%) passed;
Over-all-167 /196 ( 85.20%) passed

Results were obtained from each of the law schools,
We were unable to obtain the results of students wno
attended other law schools prior to deadline.

...

'

By Chuck Friedman
Under a proposal of the
William Mitchell Academic
Affairs Committee, students who
register for summer classes may
be permitted to take as many as
eight credits. If the proposal is
approved by the full college
faculty, the program would begin
nextswnmer.
The expanded summer session
would make it possible for
students in the evening program
to obtain the credits requjred for
graduation in three y~. By
r:egistering for the maximum 12
credits in each of six semesters
and eight credits in two summer
sessions, the 88-credit
requirement would be met.
However, both the American
Bar Association and the
American A~oeiation of Law

Schools have a 120-week
residency requirement for parttime students. Students would
have to guarantee that such a
residency requirement were
fulfilled. (See news article on
page 5 for residency language.)
The residency restriction could
be met by attending classes for
three summers. That would
mean completion of course work
in July. At the present time the
administration has no plans for a
summer graduation. According
to Associate Dean Melvin
Goldberg such a proposal might
be considered ''if there ap~ed
to be a student demand and we
could meet the cost factor."
Even if the program could be
completed in- Jilly, students
would still have to wait until tfie
following March to take the bar

examination. According to Dick
Klein, director of the Minnesota
Board of Law Examiners, administrators of law schools must
certify 10 -days before the bar is
given that students have successfully
met
graduation
requirements.
Administrators have also had
requests from students and
faculty to offer afternoon classes
as well as evening classes next
summer. When students register
in December for the spring
semester, they will be asked to
complete a questionnaire about
their plans for summer school.
"If enough students want to
take a class at one in the afternoon and the instructor wants
to teach it then, we have no objectlon,'' said Goldberg.
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Editorial
Lip service to student input
The present calendar with ehanges made over the summer and

affecting the current school year (see news article on page 5) should

cause student concern. No, not necessarily because the changes were
unjustified but rather becaus~ the changes were made unila t-erally.
The benefit of student input cannot be diminished ~UKe establishing
the calendar is ultimately an t administrative decision.''
Case in pQint: A one-month notice that classes were to begµi three
days earlier than expected is hardly sufficient time to change vacation
plans mane in early June. The administrative concern for ~'con~istency'' in sehedulingbofulay make-ups may, in .fact, be j~eGc;Sueh justification, h0wever, should be based an diseev~ring whether
s tud~t.s have the same concern and whether the change, wjthoutmor-e
notic~, would cause hardship for ~tuden~ .
,_
Case in point: The administration plans to schedule ~ pne-day
r eading period between classes ~d examinaijoru; in-future semesters.
Saine may think the-day wasted; others m ay thil:µ( it insU.fficient. Yet
the real issue is whether llle a dministration will'take the time to fihd
out what students think.
Case in point : T?e final day of second semester tests ~ s extended,
although the opemng day of summer school was n_ot. This r educed the
time betw~ the two sessions from eight to four days. To students
that may or may not have been a desirab le result. The fact is that

students were not presented with the alternative to begin summer
school one week later.
Now a more important decision is being made about another
calendar question: whether to reduce the number of weeks in a
semester from 16 to 15. The importance of that decision may not be the
outoom.e, so much as it is whether students will have an effective voice
_in qetermin:ing that outcome.
This admi¢stration has, consistently stated that it will not make
decisions directly affe~ti:!).g students without considering their needs.
eed, there llaYe-ifeensome positive signs : the promise that, infuture -semester-s, a final-examination scbedule will be-posted at the
time of registration, the tentative approval of an eight-credit summer
ses&ion and the willingness to en.tertain.a change in scheduling for firstYElM, s~tion-tw.o s tudents.
The calendar µ;sue ID~.Y be attributed tQ nothing more ~ the
transition problems faced.by a newa dmmisti::ation, but student.swill be
watclnng closely to see that the eoncem to meet therr needs will be
given mor-e than just administrative li_p service .
_
Yes, establishing the, calendar is ultimately an -administrative
decision. But to the student who has to coordinate classes, employm~t, pr eparation for examinations and his or her ~rson:al life,
the adoptiQn of the s chool calendar has great.sig¢ficance.
·
Chnck.Frl~ an

Women and the Law: Some afterthoughts
Some thoughts in the wake of the Conference on Women and the

Law ...

More than 400 women are students at Mitchell f.his year, "36 percent of
the student population. That's a far cry from. the .years when Supr-eme
Court J;a.sfice Jiosalie Wahl was a stud~nt here; when, as she p uts-it,
"There wei;e only two of us (women) at Mitchell, and we were in different sections." At least we do not nave to face the loneliiiess and
iSolatiop she must ·h ave experienced. But aesplte our numbeiis, we
women law students are still .p art of a vanguard. ~t-us not forget that.
We should "keep in mind that our ·area law~ oo1 faculties have few
female p rofessors, and that as a r~wt women law students in the Twin
Cities have virtually no role models as they proceed.through their legal
education. 'l'he rig9rs Qflaw school can also cloud the fact that , once-we
are finisti,ed with ffiat educaµon, we continue to la¢k role modelsfemale ]Udges ·are. still the exception to the rule; female private
practitionel'S are few and far between. We are fortunate that affirmative action in government hiring affords us a chance for employrnentand therefore contactwith other women practition~.
Aside from oar being mindful of our position.in the vanguard ( that is
a crttcial first step), what can we,do to make changes?
We-should takes teps to have greater group identity.
We should work with the school administration to recruit more
female teachers.
We should talk with each other about our particular problems as
female law students.
.

Weshouldencoilrage~chother .
Though this should not dilute the fact that we as women law students
have a larger initial h urdle, we should also not forget that we hav e
male colleagues who share our desire to b alance school, professional
and family ijves-. mmnately everyone-women and men- will benefit
from our working for change.
PegK.aiser
-
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Presidential timber comes
from Minnesota's woods
and earlier this year declared
Trying to endorse .. Hall to be a native of Virgini~presidential candidate isn't easy which the Times probably thinks
in a year when "none of the is in Ohio.)
Tliat s not all . The first time
above" is not only the popular
favorite, but also the most Hall was in jail.., it was in Ely.
(He'd been holding an antiwar
qualified person for the job.
Still, newspapers are supposed demonstration.) Since then, Hall
to endorse candidates, if for no has been a guest in many other
other reason than that they've jails, as well as a federal
always done so. And the Opinion- penitentiary. That federal prison
a strong minority view to the term , by the way was the result
contrary notwithstanding-is a of a political _conviction that was
newspaper. So we're doing our later found to have been unduty. Herewith, we're endorsing constitutional-which pt1ts Hall
ahead of another rec~nt PQl.itical
a candidate.
figur~. whose trip to th.e slammer
Gus Hall.
That's right. Gus Hall. Stan- wouJ.d have been eminently
dard-bearer for· the Communist c:onstitutional, bad not s-aidfigure
Party of the United States (it's been pardoned.
Then there was the time in
legal now). Running-mate of
Whatever-Happened-to-Angela Austin, Minn., when Hall was
pelted with eggs by members of
Davis. Native Minnesotan.
All right; let's be honest. The the Chamber of Commerce. It
"native Minnesotan" bit is what was the first--and only--time
first swung us in line behind Gus anything like that ever happened
Hall. What the hell: If we can't to Hall. That doesn't tell us much
have a distinguished president, about Hall, to be sure, but it says
let's at least have an un- a Jot abouf Austin-or at least, its
distinguished president who's our C ~ o f Commerce. ·
very own native-son unAnd let's not forget Hall's atdistinguished president. If tempt, in 1966, to hold a press
nothing else, it would be good for conference in the Minnesota
the state's tourist industry.
Press Club, which welcomes any
flack who has the alillity to pay a
And Gus Hall's ties to Min- bar tab. Hall was refused the use
nesota, I'm here to tell you, are of the c;lub however-by those
strong. He was born in Cherry, same wonderful folks who are
Minn., an Iron Range town so always telling us why the First
obscure that even the Perpiches Amendment demands that thev
don't know where it is. (The New get ~ . mailing privileges
York Times, myopic as ever and exemption from anti-trust
when it comes to any point west Jaws.
Hfill's Mi:nnesota background.
of the Hudson, refused even to
consider the possibility of Cherry however, is hardly the onlyBy George McCormick

reason he looks good as a
presidential candidate. Another
is that he's totally open: Ask him
a question, and he gives a
straight answer. Nat a right
answer, necessarily, or even a
ratjonal answer (after all a
Comm1m1-st, Jik:e a Christian,
must be a True Believer), but an
answer that reflects a definite
position.
Most Jmportant, perhaps, is
that Hall is a g'enuinely likable
:person-s-a far cry from the gimleteyet:J opportunists -wbo usually
seek the presidency.
Let s put it Uris way: It's bad
enough not wanting to vote for
any of the major candidates (if
we can str-etch the term
"major"). It's worse not liking
any of u~~m as people.
I mean, I know a lot of men and
women who'd make perfectly
rotten presidents, but they're
delightful people with whom to
have a beer. And I can think of
some geo_ple who we.re good
presidents, but with whom Pd
ratben not spend any leisure
time. In this election, however,
we're · forced to choose from
people who exhibit a rare combination of. public and private
-unacceptability.

Shuttle bus starts
A shuttle-bus service has been
started to transport studaits to
and from William Mitchell
College of Law and the House of
Hope Presbyterian Church
parking lot. A schedule has been
published and is available arthe
school's office.
Service began Oct. 14, but,

according to Security Director
Dim Frid, there were no riders
during the first week- of
operation. Frid says he feels that
once students become more
aware of the service and the
parking ordinance goes into
effect students will take advantage of the shuttle bus.

'Scholarly,' 'fair'
describe Amdahl
By Peter Dahlen

. ,

.

He stood and waited for the 61, he was Gov. Albert Qwe s first
MTC bus that would let him off at appointment to the Minnesota
the Hennepin County Govern- Supre~ Court.
_
ment Center. Arriving there and - Ge~ting on the court w~s the
reaching the 14th floor, he flicked predictable course for history
on the lights and went to his desk and A~dahl to take. '~ 1!175, 18
and
files and statute books. He fellow Judges chose him by acguy.
going to work in quiet clamation to th~ c~ef judg~p
Given this year's presidential was
because it was something like of the Fourth District (Hennepm
field, tbat'sreally something.
6:30or7 a.m.
County). · ;
For nearly two hours, he would
. Amdahl declines to talk about
be _uninterrupted doing · what is his successful career on the
his love and life's labor.
bench. A cum-laude graduate of
Douglas Amdahl worked as a William Mitchell ~ollege of La:W;
district court judge in Hennepin he became. ,registrar and. IDCounty for 18 years. His forum sti:uctor at th~ college, we~t _mto
changed last July. At the age of pnvate practice and then Jomed
·
· ·
the Hennepin County Attorney's
office. ·
·
He did that in less than 10
years, and, instead of returning
to private practice, he took an
appointm~t · to the . municipaland then district-eourt benches in
the early 1960s.
His appearance and demeanor
is, as the stereotype goes, that of
a judge. Level-headed and
poised, even without the black
robe; articulate ana forthright:
He could be the foreign-service
diplomat, or the classroom
teacher he once thought of
becoming.
Justice Amdahl
Justice Slmmo,,ett
But his fascination with the law
has been unending since his first
makes all final rulings in alleged largely ~i~il, ~nd he a_dmitted to year at Mitchell. While going to
ethics violations by members of unfamiharity with new night school he worked 40 hours
the bar. The new justice, familiar developments in criminal law. • a week as' a bookkeeper and
as a long-time practitioner with But that unfamiliarity need not handyman, and later, tangenthe problems facing private be a handicap, he said.Be saidne tially, in an insurance company's
attorneys, indicated a belief that expects to gain experience with legal department. Students then
each case must be considered in criminal law in the- coming were returning from the service,
the lights of its particular facts. months.
as he himself was after World
In some instances, he said,
The justice said he enjoys his Wa~ II, and they ~ere "eager ~nd
alcoholism may be considered a new joll and its perquisites, such dedicated;-eo~mitted to getting
mitigatmg circwn.stanee.
as an extensive law library and an education.
Simmonett' s practice was the services of twoclerks.
ro page 11

Except Gus Hall. He ll never be
elected. Most of ms posrtions are
unpopular, and :many-although
1ar Jewer than the number that
unpopular-aTe clearly
wrongheaded. But he's a nice

are

Supreme Court's Simmonett
hailed as 'lawyer~s lawyer'
"The lawyer's lawyer" is how a
former colleague _characterized
John Simmonett, one of the
Minnesota Supreme Court's two
newest justices.
The assessment was made by
Charles R. Kennedy, chairperson
of the Seventh District Bar
Association Ethics Committee.
Simmonett served on that
committee while practicing law
in Little Falls.
As a member of the committee,
Kennedy said, Simmonett's investigations "and recommendations were ''thorough, fair,
insightful and practical."
Simmonett, appointed to the
state's high court earlier this
year, was graduated from St.
John's University in Collegeville
in 1948 and from the University of
Minnesota Law School in 1951. At
the university, he was president
of the Minnesota Law Review and
a member of the Order of the
Coif. In a· recent interview in bis

chambers, Simmonett indicated
an admiration for one of his
predecessors on the Supreme
Court--Justice William Mitchell.
The reference to Mitchell came
when Simmonett was asked how
he would approach a case
presenting the problem of
balancing the need for extracting
natural resources against the
need to prevent further harm to
the environment.
His approach, Simmonett said,
would be similar to that of Mitchell in Lamprey v. State, 52
Minn. 81, 53 N.W. 1139 0893), a

case involving disputed
ownership of a lake bed. Simmonett said he was impressed, in
that case, with Mitchell's
foresightedness and ability to
build flexibility into the common
law.
Simmonett's work on the
district ethics committee will
carry over, to some extent, to his
new duties on the Supreme Court.
That is because the high · court

A case ~an be made for class-rank rating
To the editor:

grade in many schools, possibly because
In the best tradition of the "academic- worth only a "C." Into this compression,
freedom" movement of the late 1960s, Bob the work reqwred to acrueve it was once
Birnbaum took aim in last month's class ranx has been injected or elevated to
editqrial at one of law school's great a prominent position as an indication of
horrors, the omnipresent class rank.
one's legal abilities. In a school such as
Anyone who has been rejected by a law William Mitchell or the University of Iowa,
firm, or excluded from the interviewing where the top numerical grade rarely rises
process because he or she was not in the above the "B" range and a cumul~tive
"top 20 percent," knows the inequities average of 79 or 80 could be in the upper 20
·inherent in the present system. Although it percent, class rank is a valuable indicator.
would be easy to dismiss Birnbaum's
Birnbaum is obviously correct in his
arguments because of the "guilt-oriented" statement of the importance law firms
rhetoric in the editorial, to do so would be a attach to class rank. But would William
mistake if for no other reason than that the Mitchell students be better served by its
attack focuses on a critical facet of one's abolition? Our institution, as fine as it is,
curriculum vitae.
does not have the reputation of Yale,
As one of its legacies, the academic- where grades and class rank do not exist.
freedom movement 1ostered, an.d then Going only by grades, William Mitchell
fueled, grade inflation. Although William students would not be overly impressive.
1¥Jjtcllell has-stobbor:nLy resisted the trend, Inflating grades would only produce the
grade inflation pervades oost-iO'aduate condition which vaulted class rank into
institutions. No ]Qnger is a "B" a good prominence in the beginning. Glass ranlris

here to stay.
That is not to say that no problems exist
in the present system. Administration
figures show that first-year students in the
three-year program do better than their
colleagues in the four-year program. More
time for studying and less chance of' 'burn
out," endemic in the late-night section,
probably accounts for the difference. It
would be interesting to know whether
there is also a correlation between grades
and which night section a first-year
student attends, 4:30 or 6:30. If so, then
perhaps classes should end at 9:20 each
night first year.
In the long nm, everything probably
balances out. But one-of the critical means
of attaining a good legal position is the
formal summer associate (clerk)
program, and the hiring decisions for
these positions are made on the basis of
first-year grades in the three-year
program, first- and second-year grades_in

me tour-year program. Thus, the importance of one's firstayear class rank
cannot be overstated.
Birnbaum endS his editorial calling for
either the abolition or modification of our·
class-rank system. The former.is not in our
best.interests; theJatterrquiresa detailed
study of the validity of the current system
in:a school with a tripartite arrangementan early-night section. a late-night section
and a tbreea-year day-program. It islroped
that the administration will undertali:e
~ch a study, always keeping one eye on
the need to preserve the eurrent.-program
of.integration, not separation. H the study

concludes- that the current situation with
elass rank cannot be improved without
fw1hel' separating the different programs
into de facto <iivisions then we prooably
must-0ptfor thepresent.system.
Gary L. Greenberg
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College fails to change par~ing plan
By Bob Birnbaum

The St. Paul City Council met
on Thursday, October 16, to give
final consideration to an ordinance authorizing experimental permit parking on
designated streets in the William
Mitchell neighborhood. The
ordinance originally included
provisions for a similar system in
the neighborhood of the
University of Minnesota, St. Paul
Campus. At the beginning of the
meeting, however, the two areas
were divided into separate ordinances.
Discussion of William Mitchell
began with an explanation by
DOP Nygaard of the Public Works
Department. Nygaard pointed
out that after months of
negotiations the residents and
William Mitchell were in
agreement on the terms of the
ordinance. There was only one
problem, Nygaard said. William
Mitchell asked to be treated like
any other resident and have
control of _ the parking on its
perimeter. The prol>lem with this
request was not resideQt op,:position. Theresidentsfavoredit.

Opposition came from the City
Attorney, who claimed that such
a provision would be unconstitutional. When pressed for
details the City Attorney could
not produce any written opinion
upon which he was -relying nor
did he explain his position beyond
stating it.
Dean Geoffrey Peters was
allowed to present William
Mitchell's side of the issue.
Peters stated that William
Mitchell would· not support the
ordinance unless it was amended
to allow Mitchell to have-permit ·
parking on its perimeter. Peters
said it was the administration's
opinion that the ordinance-would
be unc-onstitutional if/ not
amended. He stated that", as
written, the ordinance favored ·
one type ·of non-profit corporation
(churches) over another (the
school). Peters emphasized that
'the school was willing to work
with the city in administering the
ordinance by handing out the
permits tor its perimeter.
However, Peters added, if the
council felt· uncomfortable with
that delegation of authority then

the city woutd distribute the
permits directly.

.,o,,,,.

--Uiane ob(i ~ spoke to the
Council as--ries~tative of
the Womens' Law Caucus.
Because the Council seemed to be
in a rush to dispose of the issue
Dube had to demand to be heard
by pointing out that she had not
been given a chance to speak at a
Public Works Committee hearing
in September. She began by
detailing a numbet of violent
crimes committed against

women students on and near tlie
William Mitchel campus. She
said that the Women's Law
Caucus was asking for four
things : Perimeter permit
parking; improved MTC bus
service-; improved lighting on
Swnmit Avenue: and. increased
police patrols between 8:30 p.m.
and midnight.
Following Dube's presentation
SBA President Dennis Brown got
the council's attention long
enough to explain the SBA's
position and to engage in a
r e ~ with Council President
ddox. Brown asked that
esear,
be done on the
g _ ues. Councilman Maddox
then said that Brown should
remember "we're doing· this on
advice of counsel who has
graduated." To which Brown
replied, "But consider how long
it'-s been since he's had Constitutional Law." ·
The ordinance passed on a
unanimous vote.
Following the meeting neither
Dean Peters nor Dean Goldberg
would commit the school to a suit
to challenge the ordinance.

Peters pointed out that before the
school could institute an action it
would have to be discussed with
and approved by the· Board of
Trustees. Goldberg expressed the
opinion that anyone challenging
the constitutionality of the .ordinance would prevail in court.
SBA is also contemplating court
action but must investigate the
issues of standing . and
representation pro . se or by
counsel.
Erection of signs and enforcement of the ordinance
should begin within the next
month.

SBA trying to adjust its power structure .
By Bob Birnbaum

When the present Student Bar
Association Board of Governors
,(SBA) took office last spring, the
representatives felt that
something needed to ~ done to
reduce the president's power.
They believed that a stronger
. c;:ommittee organization would
m'ake it easier to avoid the oneperson rule they saw in past
boards, so they expanded the
SBA committee system. Now
there are four standing committees: social, finance,
education and administration,
and each board member is on at
least one committee. After about
six months of operation there is
some doubt about whether power
and responsibility have been
decentralized.

SBA Pre.5ident Dennis Brown is
concerned that the committee
system is not living up to expectations. He says a limited
number of people still tend to do
most of the work, but he's not
sure why the change hasn't
worked out so far. Brown contends that the committees can be
effective if each one meets
regularly and if an individual
from -each one takes responsibility for actively seeking out
the problems that arise from day
today.
Brown told The Opinion that
when problems come up, the
administration or students
generally bring them to him. He
said he thinks there are several
rea~ons that happens. First, he is
president. Second, he works in

the Legal Education Center ·and
spends a good l)clrt of every day
at school. Third, be activ.ely

Dennla llrown

seeks out_ the problems, and
people are aware of that.
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sees his role of SBA representative as no different from that of
any other board member. He
believes the president should be
an "organizational facilitator
and an overseer of operations."
But, Brown says, "In fact, what
happens is I am· the primary
receptacle
of
student
representation and the prim~ry
student voice." That has been the
president's role in the past, and
he says he wolild like to see it
change.
Other board members agree,
and there appears to be support
topage5

The last is the most important
factor, Brown contends. He says
that if the administration or
students knew that committee
members were looking_ for
problems· as they arose; they
would go to the committees. He
points to current administration
efforts to alter the drop/add
system. Brown said that matter
rightfully belongs to the
education committee, but is
being dealt with by the board at
large and himseH in particular.
The way tbings are and the way
Brown would like them to be are
two different things. He says he

Development director
accepts new post .
Jerry Bjelde, William Mit- says the most important acchell's director of development complishment was the "sucsince 1976, has accepted the cessful completion of a capital
Jl!)Sition of vice president for campaign that met all of the
development and college school's. caf>ital . debt
relations a.t Augsburg College in requirements. "We raised a lot of
money in a short period of time
Minneapolis.
Bjedle, who came to WMCL for an institution that had never
after having served as a con- before asked the general public
sultant to the Governor's Com- for help."
"We're sorry to see Jerry
mission for the Arts, executive
director of the Minnesota leave," said Dean Geoffrey
Republican Party Finance Peters. Peters said Bjelde did a
Committee and as alumni fine job in working to see that the
director at Concordia College in capital needs of the school were
Moorhead. was Mitchell's first met. According to Peters, no final
plans for replacing Bjelde have
development officer.
Bjelde's appointment as beenmade.
When asked to explain his
director of development in 1976
coincided with the school's move · success at· fund-raising, Bjelde
to, its current facility at 875 responded, "Raising money for
Summit Ave. In order to finance education is not difficult if you
the move and subsequent believe in your product. Once a
renovation of the building, person -has a feeling for his
substantial financial support product and really believes in it,
from the community was needed . a job like this is fun." He added,
Bjelde says he is proud of his "I think I've done good Job and
accomplishments at Mitchell. He had fun."
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New calendar 'administrative decision'
By Chuck Friedman

Consistency in holiday makeup classes and a convention in
San Antonio, Texas, were cited as
reasons for changes made from
the tentative calendar for this
year published in the 1979-80
''William Mitchell Bulletin.''
"The changes were strictly an
administrative decision," said
Associate Dean Melvin Goldberg,
who had .the responsibility to
finalize the calendar. According
to him, the final version was
adopted in early July. Students
officially received notice of the
early opening of school when
registration materials.· were
mailed in mid-July.
As a result of the changes,
classes for the first semester

began three days earlier than
originally planned. Those class
days had been scheduled for
registration, which was moved
forward 11 days. The three days
were added so that make-ups
from the Labor Day and two-day
Thanksgiving break could be
scheduled. "In the past," according to Goldberg, "some
instructors scheduled make-ups
for those days and others did not.
It led to an inconsistency in that
some classes had 15 meetings,
while others had 16." Under the
new calendar all classes will
nieet 16 times.
Not all students are convinced
that the holiday make-ups are.
essential. "H professors can
cover the material in 15 weeks

Residency, from page 1

ABA
305 (a) Subjec-t

to the
qualifications and exceptions
contained in this chapter, the law
school shall require, .as a condition for graduation, the completion of a course of study in
residence of not less than 1,200
· class hours, extending over a
period of not less than 90 weeks
for full-time students, or not less
than 120 weeks for part-time
students.
(i) "In residence" means
attendance at classes in the law
school.
(ii) "Class hours" means time
spent in regularly scheduled
class sessions in the law school,
including time allotted for final
examinations not exceeding 10
percent of the total number of
class session hours.
(b) To receive residence
credit for an academic period, a
full-time student must be
enrolled in a schedule requiring a
miriimum of 10 hours a week and
must receive credit for at least
nine class hours and a part-time
student must be enrolled in a
schedule requiring a minimum of
eight class hours a week and
must receive credit for at least
eight class hours. If a student is
not enroHed in or fails to receive
credit for the minimum number
of hours specified in this subsection, the student may receive
residence credit only in the ratio
that the hours enrolled in or in
which credit was received, as the
case may be, bear to the
Brown, from page 4
for the complete restructuring of
the board that Brown intends to
propose. He says he wants his
proposal not only to reinforce the
concept of shared responsibility,
but also to deal with problems he
sees in the lack of continuity
between boards from year to
year. Brown says he wants to cut
down on each new board's heed to
take half the year just to learn
which problems need attention.
He says he wants the SBA to be a
more responsive and responsible
corporate fiduciary. He hopes to
achieve his goal with a mix of job
descriptions, accountability and
staggered terms for some board
members.
Asked why he wanted to be
president,' Brown cited his experience as a William Mitchell
student. He says, "I was tired of
being run_ over by the administration. Tired of all the little
rules. People would tell me that
the administration wouldn't talk
to a student about a problem and
I just didn't believe that was
true."
He first ran for SBA in the
spring of 1979 so that the administration couldn't tell him to
go see his SBA rep. Last spring he
ran for president because he
wanted to s take out a new student
role with the new deans. He
already Sft:Sc:!iOin.e~Cj!SS in i~

minimum specified.
AALS
2.1 "Hours · and
credits
required." A full-time school
should require as a minimum for
its first professional degree in
law the successful completion in
residence of at least 90 full weeks
of work consisting of at least 1,080
class hours of at least 50 minutes
each, without regard to the
organization of the school year
into semesters or quarters.
2.4 "Full weeks of work
defined." As used in Regulations
2.1 and 2.5, full weeks of work
mean weeks of instruction and
examination and excludes
registration, vacation and
holiday periods.
2.5 "Hours and credits: Parttime School." A part-time school
shall require the same amount of
class-hour instruction as a fulltime school and shall require also
for its first professional degree in
law the successful completion in
residence of at least 120 full
weeks of•·,ork.
2.6 "Completion in residence:
Part-time School." In a part-time
school, ''completion in
residence" means that a student
has been enrolled in a schedule of
work represented by a minimum
of six class hours a week and has
passed a minimum of six such
class hours, but in case a student
fails to pass work equal to six
class hours a week, he shall not
receive •residence credit" in
excess of the ratio that the hours
bear up to six.

instead of 16, there is no need to
schedule an extra meeting," said
Wendy Rudman. "What is the
purpose of having holidays," said
Peter Fuchsteiner, "when they
ultimately have to be made up?"
With the additional three days,
the semester extends from Aug.
18 until examinations end on Dec.
23. The last day of classes is Dec.
lQ; the first day of tests will
follow on Dec. 11. Goldberg said
that, in future semesters, one
reading day would be scheduled
before the beginning of the
examination period.
The early registration· and
opening o( classes .were not
without consequence. Some
students who were out of town for
the summer ha1 planned to
return for registration beginning
on Aug: 18. What they discovered'
was that classes were to begin,·
and they had not registered. Two
students reported that they
missed the first three days of
class.
John Gibbs discovered the
change while there was still time
to make adjustments. His ticket
back from Europe had to be
reissued to advance his
scheduled Aug. i6 return. Lisa
Doering was working for a law
firm in New Ulm and had to tell
her employers she would be
leaving one week earlier than
previously ar:ranged in order to
get back for classes. "Since I was
working out of town," she said,
"it would have been nice to have
had more time to plan my
schedule."
San Antonio is the site of this

area · because the. new administration is being cooperative
and is responsive to student input.
When no longer president,
Brown says he wants to be able to·
claim that he achieved two.·
things. First, he wants to
establish a· woI'king relationship '
between the SBA and . the administration so that whenever a
decision affecting students is to
be made SBA will automatically
be consulted~ Second, he wants to
leave the SBA with an operatingi
structure that will provide
continuity for budgeting and .
financial accounting matters.
In other SBA matters: First
year representatives have been
elected and seated. They are
William Kuharik, section 1; Ron
Sallerson, section 2; Dan Reber,
section 3, and Howard Held,
section 4.
A new agenda system has been
adopted to help meetings move
faster. There is a report agenda
during the first part of a meeting.
During this time all reports are
given with no discussion or
debate. Next, there is an action
agenda during which matters
reported on earlier are debated
and voted on as needed.
In the future this column will
discuss SBA boar-d members'
efforts to increase student in-

vnlvement atMitct;i.eU,

. " " ·, . "

year's American Association of
Law Schools convention. The
convention, held a week later this
year, is scheduled from Saturday, Jan. 3, through Monday,
Jan. 5. To provide instructors
with traveling time back to
Minnesota, _second s~mester
classes are scheduled to begin
Jan. 7, rather than the Jan. 5 date
tentatively scheduled over a year
ago. Because of the later start
and because of the reading day
before examinations begin in
May, the calendar year extends
four days Qeyond what had been
tentatively scheduled.
That change in second
semester caused one student to
rearrange wedding plans which
had been made this past June.
The date had been set for May 23,
1981. Under the tentative
schedule, that was five days after
finals were to end; under the
adopted schedule, it was only one

day after finals. Said Ken Abdo,
"I couldn't run the risk of taking
a test the night before my wedding." The arrangements could
not be rescheduled for later in
May or June because the church
facilities were already booked.
Instead, the wedding was moved
to February.
·
,
"When the regular school year
has ended and no change has
been made in the calendar, you
ought to be able to rely on what
has previously been scheduled,"
said Abdo. Most students were
not aware of the second semester
change until the new bulletin was
released in September.
.
· The later dismisSal in May is of
concern to some students for
another reason. The effect of the
change was the elimination of the
week br~lt between second'
semester and summer session.
That break has now been reduced
to four days.

Spring exam schedule
to b~ post-,d at registration
When students regisl:er fur only "~ta:tive.' An llllexpected
spring elec.tiv~ on Uec. 6, th~ enrollnient by M~y graduates in
will alsil Be given a copy of t.tie elective.. classes might me;m a
final-examination schedule for juggling of the sch~uI~. There,
nextMay.
- '
would.h4ve to be a ~ t e time
Administra;1:'ers hO]:!e the new for ·instructors to evaluate
policy will el:im.i:nate some o[ the examinaj:ions and -report grad~
test colifliet$~ r El!'.luee the own~ oefore graduation ceremonies.
af class drops and lliminish .ad- Shotild a chanse in the
ministrativepaper work.
~ s¢1edrile be n~ed,·
~ssoeit te Dean :M'elvin Gdldperg said, it would be made
Goldberg en_pbamed that the within · three weeks of
examination schedule would be registration.
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Adminisbative Law -Symposiwn

Decen_lbar .5, 1980

WILLIAM MITCHELL
FORUMS PRESENTS:

Effectjve Trial Advocacy
Decem ber 11 &.12. 1980
.Mininistrative Law Symp osium

December 5, 1980

The first annual Administrative Law Symposium is dedicated to a~
in-depth exploration of timely governmental issues and th.eir legal
impact. The Symposium will bring together practioners and scholars
who will focus on problems and i.ss1.1es pertinent to :the field of Administrative Law.
Melvin B. Goldberg, Associate Dean of William Mitchell College
of Law, serves as the Chairperson for the annual Administrative Law
Symposium. Other members of the facuJty for this program include:
Prof. Marcia Gelpe _of William Mitchel·!; Donald Gemberling, Director
Data Privacy Division; Prof, Neil Hamilton of William Mitchell;
Katherine Sasseville, Public Utilities Corrunissioner; Duane Harves,
Chief Hearing Examiner; Lee Sheehy and Larry Espe! of Popham, Haik,
Schnobrich, Kaufman & Doty; and Larry Leventhal, a private practioner.
Tuition for this program i.s· ·Alumni $75 and Non-Alumni $85. The
program has been approved for 6 1/2 CLE credits.
Effective Trial Advocacy

December 11

&

12 1

1980

This innovative program has been designed to provide you with
invaluable trial tactics and techniques to improve your skills in
court, before juries, and at administrative hearings. Videotaped
demonstrations by experienced trial lawyers will be shown and analyzed
by Professors Haydock and Sonsteng. Attorneys whose practice involves
trial or admini s trative work and beginning lawyers will be able to.
increase their effectivenes s as advocate s through this program . Each
segment includes one or more videot aped demonstrations in the following
civil and criminal practice areas: Closing Argument Techniques , Direct
Examination Tactic s, Exhibits , Cross-Examination Methods , Opening
Statement Techniques, and Problem Witness Situations and Solutions.
Professors Roger Haydock and John Sonsteng have co-produced
40 videotapes for the National Institute for Trial Advocacy and
co-authored Trial Advocacy and Discove:ry Manuals.
Tuition for the program is Alumni $90 and Non-Alumni $100. The
course is ·approved for 10 CLE credits. The afternoon skills session
on December 12th is approved for 1 1/2 CLE credits and costs $25.
For registration materials and further in-formation contact:
Laurie Paulsen, William Mitchell Forums, William Mitchell College of
Law, 875 Surrunit Avenue, St. Paul, MN.
55105
(612) 227-9171 ext. 162.
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Women and the Law: Three issues·
(Editor's Note: The following are
excerpts from a speech by
Catharine MacKinnon October 11
at the 1980 Midwest Regional
Conference on Women and the
Law. The conference was held at
the University of Minnesota.)
I want to look at three particular issues: rape, sexual
harassment a:nd pornography.
The reason that I want to talk
about rape and sexual
harassment and pornography is
that I believe that fundamentally
women's sexuality is at the core
of the way in which we are
defined and therefore denigrated
as women. That means that some
issues are more crucial to
women's definition, as such, than
other issues.
That doesn't mean that all
isrues should not he pursued in
women's interest. But I think that
the way in which the law treats
issues of women's sexuality are
crucial indicators and crucial
determinants of women's status.
In light of that, women's perceptions of and treatment by the
state through laws concerning
women's sexuality are crucial.
Rape is commonly defined as
intercourse without consent. The
onesidedness of that definition is
striking. That is, consent means
somebody else initiates -and yolll'
issue is cio -you agree ti> it or do
you not. Sexuality is supposed to
be mutual. If what is the fundamental issue about rape is
whether or not yoti consent, it is
apparently not en$ioned to be
mutualin fbefirstplace.
A woman's i.nitiation is not
fundamental to the model. This is
very consistent with what a lot of
researchers llave found about

is law against discrimination
there. Women in the home are not
necessarily in a position to refuse
the sexual attention of their
husbands, for reasons of their
own economic survival or
whatever-ate reasons that keep
women from, say; being able to

heterosexual intercourse. A lot of
us know from our own lives about
sexual intercourse in its normal
.construction. We all learn that
sex is something men do to
women. Women are either to
approve or not approve that
initiJ!tion.

What that does to me is indict the
ordinary experience of
heterosexual intercourse. But
that analyis is not very much help
to a woman who is trying,
through the legal process, to
establish tl¥lt she has been raped,
as the law defines k
What is similar sexual
Catharine MacKinnon is a native harassment is that it makes an
of Minnesota who graduated injury out of a standard set of
from Orono High School in Long social behaviors. Whenever I talk
Lake. She attended Smith about sexual harassment people
College, T~c.eived g:i;aduate ask ine, what Js the difference
degrees from Yale "Qniversity ;.n between sexual harassment and
PQlitical science and law, and is just what_goes on between women
completing work on a Ph.D. 1n all the time. I say, ,often very
feminist t:lieory. Sheis a foundinll ~~ they ask ~
member of. the.New Haven--tawtliat is -becatlse-y~not
Collective and a member' of the supposed to be outraged about
Connecticut bar. She has taught s~ething ~t ~oes on a-ll the
law women's :,tudies _and time. Maybe thats a reason to he
political theory at -Yale and will more outrag~aboutit.
_
teach law at Harvard and . But it's ~ult to ~alee it
Stanford in the next year. illegal, which JS why 1t was
_1.facKinnon, who wrote Sexual a~0:e0; a:s a . matter ~f
Harassment of Working Women: dis~tion. J\t lea:st ~ere~
A Case of Sex Discrimination, is ~ss1~1r th~ notion ~p~c1t m
working on a book on Marxist and dis<:nmmabon, that 1t JS perfeminist theory and is doing vas1ve.
..
research on pornography.
Sexual harassment, politically,
_ is the unwanted imposition of
- - - - - - - - - - - - sexual attention on someone who
A fundamental question i_s is not in a position to refuse it.
wbether degrees o(force, or the- Now, ask yourself, what are those
presence of · force, can be circumstances within which
distinguished with a very bard women tend to be in a posjtion to
line from what ordinarily goes on refuse a man's sexual attention.
between women and men. I am In the workplace? Not usually.
enlightened to learn of convieteii Educational institutions? There
rapists who, as they see them- are -some women teachers and
selves and are seen by other some in positions of power, but on
prison inmates, feel all they did the whole it is men who are at the
wrongwas they g~t caught. They upper reaches of tliatlri.er~rchy,
'think this is an outrage: they are too. So women students are not
in prison for doi,ng something that usually in a position to refuse
is so- little diffet'ent 1:rom what sexual attention. Those two areas
most men do inost of the time. have been litigated because there

·

Cdwlne MNiftnnon

leave men who batter them. If
women are systematically being
beaten in their homes and do not
feel they can leave, then as to
sexual harassment ... women
often would not be in a position to
refuse or resist those acts in the
home either.
But on- the whole it supports
many of the values that we are
attempting to attack when we
advocate change for women.
What those values look like to me
is that men are allowed to get
their sense of self out of the
selflessness of women, their
sense of worth out of a projection
of our worthlessness. Their
definition of beauty out of our
degradation, of eroticism out of
our denigration.
What we've been trying to do

all along is to devise a theory and
practice of what it is for us a:s
attorneys, to deal with this state,
as a state which has promoted
those values, _and which is continuing in many ways to enforce
them.
We need as women to identify
with the interests of women as a
whole in our own being.
We need to search for forums
and means to struggle on behalf
of women, in ways that cannot be
taken away from us. We need to
develop an autonomous sense of
our own direction.
It bas been a struggie, but
pessible, to get sexual
hamssment a~pted 'as a legal
idea. It has been a great deal
more difficult to win eases. This
is like what has gone ' on with
rape. Every man thinks he is not
~ r_apis~ and is therefore ag-amst
:rape.But when you present a real
live situation, it is extremely
.d.iffic:u:lt Jor the women's
viewpoint to prevail.
Similarly sexual harassment.
The idea that sexual harassment
might be something which would
prevent a woman. from getting
w:id-what she should be paid, or
from getting a job wmch she
should get, is som~thing tlrat
most men can identify with,
because they ean see it .as
something that could be imposed
onmen.
· But with continual pro_positions
you are met with a disbeliei that
this in itself is an .injury, w.hichis
similar t:o the disbelief that rape
is an injury. Men who are aecused of sexual harassment often

to page 11

Firms have .duty

on sex- harassment
By Rebecca Wessman _
This summer the Minnesota
Supreme Court became the first
court of record to impose on
employers the a:ffinnative duty
to discourage-sexual.harassment
in the workplace.
_ _
·
In the landmark decision
CCN1tinental Can (::ompany v.

State, the court ·held that the
Minn_e sota Human Rights Act
prohibits sexual harassmentsexually derogatory statements,
verbal sexual advances and
sexually motivated physical
contacts-when the employer
knew or should have known of
conduct alleged to constitute
sexual-harassment and failed to
take timely and appropriate
action.
The court cautioned that the
act does not require the employer
to maintain a pristine working
environment; however, the
employer must take prompt and
appropriate action when the
employer' knows or should know
of employees' conduct amounting
to sexual harassment.
In Continental Can, Willie Ruth
Hawkins, a female employee of
the company, reported to her
supervisor that male co-workers
were making repeated verbal
sexual advances and sexually
derogatory
remarks.
Her
supervisor took no action in
response to her complaints,
Hawkins testified, and the of·
fensive remarks and touching
incidents continued.
Six months after her first
complaint, Hawkins was grabbed
between the legs as she bent over
a seaming machine. She immediately complained to the.
plant manager, to no effect.
Ma lers soon escalated.

Hawkins' husband confronted the
offending worker in the company
parking lot, and threats at
gunnoint were excbange<1.
Feanog for her personal safety,
Hawkins. left her job. In response
to the near violent confrontations, two -of the offending
male co-workers were suspended
for six wt!eks. A month later,
Continental held a meeting informing employees that the
company would not tolerate
verbal or ph!"'lical sexual
harassment and <1.L: ~nmination.
When Hawkins woulu not return
to work, Continental terminated
her employment.
On appeai from -an administrative hearing, the Minnesota Supreme Court held that
Continental committed an unfair
labor practice by failing -to
respond to the complaints of
sexual harassment. Continental's
termination of Hawkins' employment was deemed by the
court to be a "constructive
discharge" with ftill entitlement
to damages and back pay.

--

The Twin Cities newest restaurant
·will beonehundredyearsold in November.
Enginehouse Nurmer 5 was built exactly one century clJO.
In 1880 it was St. Paul's finest fire station. Now we've turnoo it into one of St. Paul's finest restaurants. With a
oomplete bar and a rrenu that's as unique as it is long.
So for an exquisite rreal, oorre to Enginehouse Number 5.
The OOJV rEStaurant that's one hurdra:I years old.

498 Selby Avenue. St Paul. (Take the Daie exit off 1-94 )
Hours : 11 to 12. 7 days a week. plus Sunday brunch Phone: 227-0101 Reservations accepted
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State a leader with marital-rape law·
By Cbu1:k Friedman

A-pplieatio:n

of Minnesota s
marita.1 rape. statute came onl_y
six months after -passage of the
controversial legislation. Donald
Aadablen pled guilty on Sept. lO
in ScQtt 'County t~ a eharge o_f

fi:r;st-degr:ee criminal sexual
assault.
The charge was amended to
secood-degree with a stay of
executi.an, when .:Aa,dahlen
~~~ t-0 under,to treatment
at- Eden House, a cliemicid
rehabilitation center in Minneapolis. The victim in this case
was the woman with whom he
had been living for 18 months.
Before the statute· was
amendedin April, a co-babftati:ng
ad.ult eouJd ,not b,ring charges 0£
criminal sexual assault. A ~ e
of felonious assault eotild be
prosecuted, but there had to be a
showing that a weaP-(ln was used
or that there was substantial or
great bodily harm. Ha C~Qvjelio!l
wei:e obtained, it was us;ua1]y for
simp1e assault, carrying a
m.axi.mum sentenc~-of 90 aa~. A
conviction for criminal sexual
assault in the first degree carries
a 2°'year penalty.
·
Scott County Attorney
Kathleen Morris, who sought the
guilty plea in the Aadahlen case,
was instrumental in having the
marital-rape bill introduced. The
importanc~ of the legislation
beea.me evident t'p Morris shortly
aft~ she took office in January,
1979. A woman came to Morris
and reported that her husband
was forcing her into degrading
sexual acts while physically
abusing her.

Morris, knowing that under
Minnesota laws a husband could
not be prosecuted for having
forced sexual relations with his
wif~, sought the helJl of h·er
legislator. She asked Rey. '.Fom..
Rees to mtroduce. legislation
permitting married persons and
co-habitating adults. to seek
criminal charges against their
. partners for -sexual ap.use. Rees
swnsored. the bill. in the House,
where it gained quick approval.

Davies opposes bill
Passage in the Senate was not
so easily obtained. Seo. Jack
Davies, chairman of the Senate
Judici.µy Comnfittee, won@ 'llot
give the bill ~ healing. Sup~rte£S then attached an
amendment to another bill
providing support to battered
wqmen s ~h~~ers. Passage fQr
that bill was bi a 50-t&.8 margin.
Dawes $stained from the vote,
· based on. bis oppo$ition t.o the
marital-rape clause.
Davies is a law _pmf~r and
the r@strar af William Mitchell
College of Law.
It was Davies who in 1975 had
sponsored· the criminal revision
legislation that staircases the
four· degrees of criminal sexual
conduct, He said his. opposition to
the marital-rape dause stems
from the unlikelihood of obtaining convictions and the belief
that criminalizing such conduct
would not effectively meet the
objectives of the bill.
"Protecting people should be
our goal, not obtaining a conviction for a crime,'' said Davies.
That protection, he said, can

come from steering victims to
treatment centers, like the
battered women's shelters, or it
can come from helping the
spoµse obtain a divorce decree.
Peggy Specktor, director of the
Minnesota Program for Victims
of Sexual Assault, agrees that
many convictions under the
statute are unlikely. She said that
the law does, however, serve a
symbolic purpose. "No woman
deserves to be sexually abused,"
said Specktor. "Even if'. there are
only two or three cases per year,
at least women will know that it is
recognized as a crime.''
Six other states have inaritalra.pe statutes similar to Mi:nnesota'l;i. In Oregon, where the
criminal code was revised in
1977, only four cases have come
to. trial. Only one conviction was
obtained. In the heavily mediacoyered Rideout case, John
Rideout was acquitted because
jurors could not find guilt beyond
a reasonable doubt·. "The defense
is going to win. 90 percent of the
time because of difficult
evidentiary problems," said_
Morris.

having nothing to do with consent. "They stay because of
economic dependenee. They are
afraid of what.others Jnight think.
Th~y · want to ptofeet "fficir
children, or they see no other
alternative," said Morris.
. Critics of the legislation say
they fear that the law will be
abused by vindictive women.
Both Specktor and Morris say
tpat such use is unlikely. "li you
want to get back at someone, you
don't go through what you have to
go through with the police with a
doctor's examinations and with
a rape ·trial," said Morris.
'There will always· be questioru.
ab9ut :previous sexual conduct.
Even.from poljce yau hear, 'She-

wouldn'thavebeeorapedif... ' "
Sexual assault b.etween spouses
is not uncommon, accerili:rig to a
report by the Minnesota Coalition
of Sexual Assault Services. In a
three-month period during 1979,
36 percent of the 304 women who
entered 10 battered women's
shelters in Minnesota reported
that they had been sexually
abused by a cdbabifating adult. Morris, in her camR3i~for the
county attorney's office, pledged
more legal protection for those
victims. "Nobody deserves to be
sel{\lally or physically abused/ '
said Morris. "People have a right
to say what they want to do with
their bodies."

1980 Midwest Regional Conference on
Women & The Law, ·

Consent obstacle

-Despite passage of the maritalrape legislation, Morris said that
a rape conviction against a
husband would prove even more
difficult because jurors will still
be influenced by the issue of
previous consent. ·
· Even after a series of sexualabuse instances, many women
remain with the abusive
husband. Morris said that there
are a number of reasons for this,

Dual career DIiemma workshop panelists Suzanne Lynch, ,Christine Ver
Ploeg and Doris Huspenl.
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Client counseling
competition begins
The Board of Directors of the
At Mitchell, two students
William Mitchell Client Coun- register as an attorney tcea.m. The
seling Society has begun winning t~m will represent
preparations for this year's Mitchell at the regionaI com-·
competition, according to board petition. Tht! national commember Morris Hartman.
petition follcws. 3cveral Mitchell
The Client Counseling Com- teams have reached the national
petition, held each February, is a level in previous years. The 1980
teaching device that sharpens board says it is optimistic that a
counseling skills in law students. Mitchell team will advance to the
Mitchell students taking part in nationals this year.
the competition may also satisfy
This year's program includes
part of their long-paper training opportunities for pargraduation requirements.
ticipants. The first session was
The competition simUlates a held Oct. 18 and the second took
law-office consultation in which place Oct. 21. A third session will
law students, portraying a team be offered uqm 4 to 5 :30p.m. Oct.
of attorneys, are presented with a 29 in Room 111. The speaker will
typical client problem. The team be attorney Kathleen Graham,
conducts an interview with a who will discuss counseling
person portraying a client. After procedures in situations inthe _interview, the studerits volving sex discrimination in
determine how they should employment and obtaining
proceed in solving of t._ " client's credit.
problem.
Students interested in taking
Judging is based on several part in the competition should
criteria, including the students' speak to a member of the Client
sensitivity to the clients' feelings, Counseling Society t>oa,rd. Board
their success at fact-gathering members' names . .and telephone
and their effectiveness in com- . numbers are posted in the main
municating with the clients._
lounge.
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Clerkships go begging
By Peggy Riehm
·Placement Director

A disturbing situation has
arisen, which has prompted me
to write about the importance of
clerkships to law students' future
careers.
In the last several weeks, a
number of calls have been
received in the placement office
from employers who are
dissatisfied with the small
number of responses to their job
announcements. There is no
particular pattern to the
situation, or a certain kind of
position that is being avoided·.
The job spe¢ifi~ lijlve varied
from part-time to full-time and
have included competitive
. salaries, convenient locations
and prestigious law firms.
It is essential that we mainJ,ain
the good relationship we have
with these Twin Cities law firms
by supplying them with the
student assistance they need in
the form of law clerks. A couple
of the firms indicated that they
would have I;() begin looking
elsewhere for clerks if.the small
response ·· rate continues. That
would be most unfortunate
because, while I strongly encourage students to emphasize
obtaining good grades, I also feel
very strongly that a law clerkship
adds a practical perspective to a
law student's education and plays
an essential part in the student's
quest for _a permanent position
upon graduation.
The importance of these
clerkships cannot be overemphasized. While good academic
credentials are vital to obtaining
a position with the very large
firms and corporations, and
would impress any employer, the
smaller and mid-size firms, when
hiring for an attorney position,
.repeatedly indicate tlult they are

interested iii those applicants
who have any type of law.-related
experience. Question any recent
law-school graduate who has
been in the job market, and he or
she will confirm that expe_nence
as a law clerk is almost a
necessary element in obtaining a
desirable position after
graduation.
·
From an employer's · standpoint, the benefits o_f employing a
law clerk are obvious: The
employer can train the clerk to
perform many of the .tasks be or
she may have been performing,
thus freeing l1P bis or her tune to
handle acfdifipnal v ork. and
cases, or more comp}.icaled
matters. In adclilion the employer can evaluate the clerk's
progress and work habits for
possible future employment as a
(l\'.acticing- atoomey. E ven when
the employ~ lias no intentipn o,f
hiring the law clerk permanently
after grad~tion, Ute ~ n e e
that Jaw clerk has gained will
nonetheless be valuable in
negotiating with other employers. A clerkship makes a law
graduate infinitely more
valuable, having given that
person the opportunity to learn
how to find the eourtho~e, to
research an issue, to interview
clients and witnesses, to draft
legal documents-the list goes on
andon.
From the student's standpoint,
the experience is equally, if not
more, beneficial. In addition tQ
the aspects set out in the previous
paragraph, the student gets an
inside look at the practice of law
and can get an idea of how a law
office should or should not be run.
Additionally, it affords the opportunity to meet other attorneys
and to establiSh. contacts for
Jiossible future employment.
Students cannot possibly imagine

how important it is. to establish
-contacts in this area.
To get a brief and somewhat
general description of the different types of clerkships
available, please note the
following:
Summer clerkships: This -area
. snoutd be of-particular interest to
day s tudents, and can be divided
.into two sections:
(1) Summer clerkships with
large firms, corporations, the
Minnesota attorney general s
office -and many federal agencies. These enwJ.oyets have an
annual .recruitment program
and students are interview~
the fall of the year, generally on
campus. Students who are
second-year in the day program
or third-year in the evening
program are considered. Offers
are made and accepted at the end
of the fall interviewing season
(usually late November or early
December) , and the summer
clerkships begin shortly after
classes have ended for the spring
semester.
_
A great deal of responsibility is
given to these clerks, and the
clerkships are specifically
designed to identify candidates
who would make good attorneys
with the firm or corporatjon
hiring them. In many cases,
these employers consider a
summer clerkship a necessary
requirement for obtaining a
permanent position in their office. The salary for these summer clerkships is usually good,
a·n d varies depending upon the
firm or corporation.
(2) Clerkships held during the
summer. These differ from (1)
above in that they do not involve
an established yearly recruitment drive. This is the kind of
clerkship that the student has
arranged with a smaller law
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Debra H•lalck . .s
th• 1HO
E. Burger Entnlnce
Scholllrshlp. H.,.lck was chosen froin four finalists In October at• dinner
held for the selection commlttH and administrators. The other finalists
were Jennifer Ser,n, Kerin Conr9,se and Paul Henderson. The scholarship
Is awarded annually to an entering student who shows strong ac.demlc
and leadership pot.ntlel.

firm, possibly an ou~~te firm or
some of the county <1fnces, which
will advertise through the
placement office at various tiines
of the year (generally in the
spring) for openings the following
summer. Application procedures
vary and are outlined in the
notices. Th~~ ~ ili9DS' are not
neressarily for the purpose of
.reviewing a student's progress·
fur. a future position, all:&i;igb.
they often turn out that way.
School-year clerkships :A large
percentage of the students
enrolled _in the evenirig program
at William Mitchell have
historieally held law clerks~
during the school year. The opportuniti,es available are widely
vari-ed and have included fulland part-t ime clerkships with
district and municipal judges in
the metropolitan area, as well as
positions with -Twin Citi¢s law
firms, the offices of the · county
attorneys le.gal--s"ervice agencies business and accounting
fi r ms . The requirements
generally ~ for students
bey ond the fu,st year who have
acguired skills tn the areas of
legal r esearch.and writing.
Ooc;;asionally an ~loye- will
advertise for a first-year. . }aw
clerk hoping t o be able to train
that person and that lie or·she will
stay on for a few years. Salaries.

have been good and generally
range from $5.50 to $7:so an hour,
depending upon the kind of
position and the number of years·
of law school a student has
completed.
.Students should take an
aggressive approach to applying
for thes~ positio~ Write a good
cover letter wben applying and
attach fhat to your r ~ume. Il you
plan on ~pplying with -firms that
are not a dvertising research
thos.e ·· firms first and find out
which ones specialize in the area
of your interest, ana which ones
are in the geogra-phic location
thatil:iterests you. Follow up your
letter with a telenhone call 1f you
recew-e no response to your
application within:: a few w~·
time. Sell yours!')-lftp the firm and
let it know how you can add to its
· practice with your skills.
Because : of Jhe current
situation outlined in the first
_paragraJ?h of this article, this is
an ideal time to apply-for thpse
students whe have been meaning
to do so but .have been putting-it
off. I would be very happy to
~peak with anyone- who has
specific questions or concerns
ab ut .o6taining 'a clerking
position. Please feel free to call
or s top in my office 108A a t any
time.

TeacJ,-ing under study
A newcomer on the roster of . Currently lbe committee is
facul ty eommiUees ~ year tS" working te implement, on a
the. Faculty Developm en t voluntary bas.is, cfassroom
Committee. A-ccording to lbe · vfsitatian by othe_r faculty
committee s
cha irper s o.n , · memben;.·Botb the.observed and
Professor Efriam Cohen, the the observer will benefit from
committee's goal is to improve such visits.
the quality of teaching at Mit"Students should be aware that
cbell.
they are not being watched and
The committee _is made up of that a visitor doesn't nec_
e ssarily
both faculty membel!S an~ mean a tenure decision, ' said
students. Cohen told the Opinion Cohen. He added " A. visitor and
that he hopes_ eventually to bring one being visited under the
in people and programs that will Faculty Development Committee
assist in improving faculty program are taking steps.toward
teachingskilli;.
improvement."

Frisco Ballet returns
MINNEAPOLIS -· Sunny,
splashy San ·Francisco Ballet,
having picqued the fancy of Twin
Cities audiences last spring,
returns to Northrop Auditorium,
University of Minnesota, with
new ballets at 8 p.m., Tuesday,
November 4, and Wednesday,
November s.
Tickets for both

are available at Dayton's and the
Northrop Ticket Office (612) 3732345. Main floor tick~ts are $12,
$10, $8; balcony tickets are $12,
$10, $8, :$6.50. Students, senior
citizens and groups of 15 or more
for on~ performanee may receive
a $L50 discount a t the Northrop
'IJcke.t .Officy 84- Church Str.eet,
S.E ., Minneapoli$., MN 551-35.
MA'I:vouche.rs are acc._~ teo.
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Last Vear, 553 students chose
Minnesota B,-ar Review/BAT, Inc.
-And for good reasons:..
1. Outstanding Lecturers

.

.

Our faculty is made up of bar rev1~w experts and includes
some of the top law professors in the country, tike Irving
Younger' and David Epstein.

2. Comprehensive Outlines
Every area tested·on tbe bar e~alJl _ls covered completely,
in a_ concise and understandable format.
·
Homecoming 1980 saw Coach 'Bernie Becker leedlng ltla tNm to rlctor,
and11lumnl enJoilng • Frld•1 •renln1 barbecue.

3. D~rected Testing Program· our multistate and essay testing·program includes weekly
practice sessions and simulated multistate. and essay exams. The essay exams will be critiqued by former Minnesota bar exam graders.

4. Mini-Review Program
The two-da.y Mini-Review program is helct at the end of the
regular course. It includes capsuttzed multistate outlines ·
and additional lectures on each multistate subject for Jast
minute reinforcement.

5. Writing Seminars
_Our Writing Program, run by former Minnesota bar exam
graders, focuses on issue spotting and exam taking
techniques, ahd includes the opportunity for personal interviews with the graders.

6. Day or ·Evening Classes
During o·ur-su_mmer course you have the option of attending live evening or video taped morning lectures,
whichever you find most convenient.

7. -Excellent Facilities and Convenient Location
The·1981 MBR/BRI courses will again· b~ held at the College of St.· Thomas, O'Shaughnessy Educational Center,
the same location we have had for the past eight ~ears.

8. Early Bird Program
For William Mitchell graduates we provide video taped lectures, before the regular summer course begins, on all
areas tested on- the bar exam.

9.

Mark McGorern portrays tlte famous lllllaconaln political leader, Robert
(Bob) Lafollette.

Outlines for First, Second and Third Year Students
A $50.00 course deposit entitles you to the use of a· set of
t_he current course outlines now. These may .then be traded
in on a new set.when you take the course. This saves you
the cost of purchasing addition~! review outlines. during·
the year, and at the same time guarantees you our early
registration discount.

Actors Theater puffs
Progressive movement

10. Selected Law Lectures

Actors Theater of St. Paul
opened the 1980-81 season on
Thursday, October 23, with' Tom
Cole's compelling drama,
FIGHTING BOB. performances
are every Tnursday through
Sunday through November 9 at
the Fgley Theater on tl)e eollege
of St. ThQ:maseampus.
An historical drama, '_'Fighting
Bob" is a rousing portrait of one
of the Midwest->s legendary racial
political figures, Robert (Bob)
Marion LaFollette, the crusader
against the rising railroad
monopolies. Bob LaFollette,
Wisconsin Governor, United·
SUltes Seilatpr and presidential
candidate, was a champion of the
self-made man. He promoted
reform in the U.S. political
system and attemped to preserve
the integrity of the individual.
The play takes the form of a
drastic inquiry into the motives,
character and achievements of
Bob LaFollette, a foU11der of the
Prcgressive Movement of the
.early 20th century. set in a
university's evening extension
course classroom, questions are
asked by a cynical American
history teacher who summons
forth LaFollette and other key
figures to recreate consequential
moments in this nation's history.
In addition to Bob and the
teacher, the play focuses on·
Bob's brilliant wife, Belle,
Wisconsin's first female lawy.er
and· an ea,rly suffragett.e; the
eottupt u:s. Sena:to11 Philettts

11. $25.00 Discount on the Professional
·Responsibility Review Course

Sawyer, who attempts to
blackmail Bob; and the witty,
arrogant President Theodore
Roosevelt.
- FIGHTING BOB performs
every Thursday and Friday
evening at 8:00 p.m., Saturday at
5 p.ri1. and 9:15 p.m. and Sunday
at 7 p.m.,_ October 23
through November 9. Matinee
performances are ~eheduled at
1 p.m. on Thursday, Oct~
30 and_ November 9·_ A special
discussion - -Series tour of
FIGHTING BOB to Minnesota
communities is made possible by
a grant from the Minnesota
Humanities Commission in
cooperation with the National
Endowment for the Humanities.
Ticket prices range from $5.50
to $7.50, depending on the evening
of performance. Discounts are
a vailable for students, ·senior
citizens and groups o( 15 or more.
Tickets may be purchased at the
ACTORS THEATER box office at
1146 Grand Ave. in St. Paul
and at all Dayton's and
Donaldson's ticket offices.
Tickets may be· reserved by
calling the ACTORS THEATER
box office at 227-0050. Visa,
Master Charge,· MAT vouchers
and discount coupons are
honored. Season tickets are still
available. Call the ACTORS
THEATER to request a free
season brochure.

Throughout the year we offer video taped presentations to
help you prepare for final exams. Admission is free to all
MBR/BRI students.

All MBR/BRI students receive a $25.00 discount wnen,Signing up for our Professional Responsibtlity Review Course.

12. Early Registration Discount

·

Discounts are available for both the winter and summer
courses. Sign up now and save $50.00 off- the regular
course tuition!

13. Minneapolis based office
Our Minneapolis headquarters is open every business ·day
to serve you. With Minnesota Bar Review/BAI, Inc., you wiH
- ---- get answers, not recordings.

Now you know wJly, year after year,' Minnesota
Bar Review/SRI, Inc. Is the number one choice.For more Information, contact the following campua
Tepresentatives or call our office at 338-1977.
Susan Bates
Deborah.-Hoch
Jennifer Bloom
· Patricia Hinojosa
Susan Bush
Naomi Perman
Charles Cox
Tom Schway
Mark Gwin
Michael Weiner-

' Minnesota
Bar Review/BAI, Inc.

861 West Butler Square
100 North 6th Street
Minneapolis. MN 55403
(612) 338-1977

M.BR/BRI. Helping you ~very step of the way""

"llllm!~~~!"'!"!"'!"'!'!!'~------..11il;!.

--=- - - - - ------~2-'-,---!-:_,.,-~- -- -....-'!"""'_ _ _ _ _ _ _""!'!"~"""""!'......_ ~....
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Saji-y~'s decor outpaces culinary consistency
By Doug Seaton

Saji-ya is a recent addition to
the much-heralded Grand Ave.
renaissance. This "countrystyle" Japanese restaurant
opened in May in _a renovated
building at Grand _ and St.
Albans, which will also include an
Esteban's Mexican restaurant
when it is completed.
Many people seem pleased with
Saji-ya, and there have been
favorable reviews. But my
opinion is that Saji-ya's culinary
accomplishments leave a great
deal to be desired. Unless a
restaurant-smart Shogun seizes
control of the premises soon, Sajiya seems destined to be .not a
culinary alternative whose time
has come, but a flash-in-the-pan
whose time is short.
·
Saji-ya is an informal
restaurant. The decor is attractive, if only vaguely
Japanese. The tables are
dramatically grained, plasticcoated wood; the chairs, cane

and bentwOOd (anc1, alas, not (a vegetarian combination), and
very comfortab1e). There is an three seafood selections (absent
interesting cµ>UDter and booth at lunch, unfortunately), inarea that zig-zags around. the cluding oysters and salmon, cod
brazier and assembly point with shrimp and scallops and sole
where all the "food is prepared, with lobster and clam. Dinner
but that area is limited to smaller prices range from $6.55 to $13.50.
Egg drop soup, tea and salad
parties. Tables in that area are
low and the benches backless in are included with dinner, but are
the Oriental manner. There is extra at lunch. Rice is always
also a bar area with additional included. Dessert selection is
limited, but some interesting
tables.
Saji-ya bas a limited selection items are offered, such as tea ice
of entrees at 'both 1unch and cream.
Most foods are served on
dinner since the brazier (together
with frying oil and a pot or two for "kuski"--on a stick. Both lunches
vegetables, rice and soup) is the and dinners are beautifully and
presented
on
source of all comestibles. Beef or colorfully
chicken ,teriyaki, ginger pork or stoneware platters decorated
steak, "grarid beef' (?) or fried with Japanese characters.
rice are available for lunch, at Japanese cuisine is as much
prices ranging from $3.25 to $5.25. design as it is cooking, and, true
· The dinner menu is more to that theme, Saji-ya's food is
elaborate. It includes expanded artfully arranged and pleasing to
versions of the chicken and beef the eye.
Design alone cannot carry the
teriyaki; pork cutlet; a combination of lobster tail, beef and whole burden, however. Unchicken; New York steak; kabuki fortunately, Saji-ya's cooking is

inconsistent at best, . generally
indifferent and all too often truly
inexcusable.
One problem is salt--there is too
much of it in everything. The
vegetables at one meal tasted as
though someone were trying to
preserve them rather than
season them. On another occasion a thick layer of salt was
visible on the boiled rice, which
one would normally expect to be
a bland offset to the sauces.
Another J?roblem is heatnothing on the platter has much
of it by the time thef ood &rives
at table. This relates" to a J;hir.d
problem-service. The waitresses
are - cheer.ful and perform
heroically, but there are too few
of them, and they have too much
to do (ipcluding mixing salads
and arranging the platters). My
party at lunch, which ordered
only one drink, no soup and no
appetizers, waited a full hour
after seating before food arrived.
The food itself is the basic

- Why are so many
Minnesota students
choosing BRC?
BRC Minnesota enrollments this year have reached record proportions, mirroring BR C's nationwide.-success. Students all over the country are realizing
that BRC and only BRC provides:

AUTHORITATIVE LAW SUMMARIES -Written with the same clarity
and precision that have made our Sum & Substance series the most effec
tive law ~ool study aids available, BRC's law summaries are authored by,
and clearly attributed to, well-known law professors (BR l's materials are.
all "staff prepared" with authorship not acknowledged).
0

OOMPLETE MULTISTATE PREPARATION - BRC is the only course
to provide a sophisticated Multistate Technique Clinic to refine examsmanship skills, a three day intensive Multistate review just prior to the
Exam, and Multistate law summaries written on the assumption that the
studentmay have to learn the law from the m.aterials alone. (BRC's
Multistate summaries are nearly twice as extensive as BR l's.)

PROGRAMMED LEARNING SYSTEM (PLS) - BRC's innovative program
of preparation provides continuous monitoring and direction of study with
feedback related to a meaningful norm, The following sophisticated study
regimen i's a feature unique to BRC:

•

e
e

Diagnostic Probe Tests - compare pre-course knowledge to a norm;
this allows you to isolate weaknesses and to take easily corrective
action prior to the start of ~udy.
Reinforcement & Review Tests - provide ongoing, delayed feedback
which monitors your rate of improvement by comparing your progress to a norm, and directs you to the precise page and line in the
main summaries where more study is necessary.
Practice Multiple Choice and Essay Exams - completely graded
(essays critiqued by BRC's staff of attorney-graders), and included
along with Model Answers for further development of examsmansh ip skills.

.Josephson Bar. Review Center of Aml!f'ica, Inc./ 1821 University Aven~e. Suite S243C, St. Paul, MN 55104

problem, however. The soup-a
simple clear broth with light egg
drops and green onions-is' not
bad. But nothing else I sampled,
either at lunch or dinner, was any
better than fair. The sauces are
undistinguished and inconsistent.
Chicken was underdone. Instead
of light tempura batter, there
was a heavy, tasteless dough, in
which pork cutlets ~nd oysters
were fried-far too long. Fried
rice, on the other hand, seemed
not to have been fried at all.
I had expressly requested that
my salmon filet be "underdone,"
but it was delivered with the skin
incinerated and the flesh as dry
as the newsprint you're holding in
your hand. The most palatable
selections 'I sampl~ were -the
ginger pork and the beef teriyaki,
but the overall quality and
consistency of the food was most
disappointing.
Saji-ya has a good idea. The
restaurant is attractive, and the
brazier is a better way to cook
than thJ! griddle used in so many
Japanese steak and knife-show
r~taurants. The staff seems
dedicated. and bard-w~g. But
the execution solar is poor.
Saji-ya is located at 695 Grand
Ave (292-6444). Houri- are 11 a.m.2 p.m. and 5-10:30 p.m., except on
Saturday and Sunday when lunch
is not served. Reservations are
accepted, and 'Mastercharge,
Visa and American Express
cards are honored. There is an
adjacent parking lot.

Sp_
ouses focus
on holidays
Law Spouses are already
thinking of holiday activities. The
organization will have a gift-craft
night Nov. 5. On Dec. 3 a holiday
party and cookie exchange is
scheduled. And on. Dec. 6, the
Law Spouses are having their
annual Christmas bazaar and
auction, at which they auction off
items made by members and
friends. Open to the public, it is a
way to get gifts and stocking
stuffers. A mid-December night
of caroling will complete their
holiday activities.
In addition to these seasonal
events, the Law Spouses have
scheduled a mid-November night
at either the Guthrie or Chimera
theaters and a bake sale for
students on Dec. 13. Further
details will appear in the Docket.

Environment is
group's concern
New OD campus this semester
is the William Mitchell Environmental Law So.c.i.~ty,
composed of faculty member,s
and students with a special interestin environmentallaw .
The group~s objective is to
work with. local organizations
involved in enmonmental law
and legislation in an effort to
increase public awareness of
imminent environmental issues.
Another goal is to provide.legal~arch assistance to group&
requesting it.
Plans for the coming year
include ;programs witfi guest
speakers knowledgeable .in en,vironmen.tal law. Monthly
meetings are tentatiYely planned.

Those interested are invited to
attend the society's next.meetjng
or to call Sus,an Headley-.Kemer
at 45HZ12 or Renee Beley at 3402692.
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Amdahl, from page_ 3
Although student motivation
was high, there were no full-time
teachers. Out of a freshmen class
of 42, 13 graduated with Amdahl.
He thought of practicing in a
small town, but, together with his
wife, decided against it.
The small town would have
been Mabel, a Scandinavian
community in southeastern
Minnesota. Mabel is Amdahl's
home town, where his parents
still reside. The former class
valedictorian says he likes
knowing everyone, and, while
you can know more people in the
city, the "faster-pace environment" makes people more
protective of their lives. Did
anyone have a key to his or her
front door in Mabel?
Amdahl's small-town roots
have stayed with him. Intensely
interested in people and expressive of his concern for others,
he is more soft-spoken than
reflective on answering a
reporter's questions.
C. Paul Jones, state public
defender and ·William Mitchell
professor, calls Amdahl hardworking, fair, scholarly and
considerate of people. The four
qualities are rare when put
together in one judge.
In the courtroom, Amdahl was
far from Machiavellian or
arrogant. He tried not to let
anything outside interfere with
his performance on the bench.
Many times, his rulings were
monitored daily by the media on
sensational cases, but he purposefully stayed out of the
limelight. ''The defendants in
court didn't need advertising."
His toughest cases were those
in family court. When "you are
trained in law and fact, how are
you to account for the human
emotions? Whatever we thought
would work-one year later would
fail."
Whatever failures Amdahl
expetieoced, he -~d m~re than
enough -successes: His court
reporrer for 19 years recalls the
bard -wbl'k Amaabl put. in on
Saturday mornings and ffie
~dy, rev~ that, wheJJ· be
was chief judge, Amdahl's phone

rang every five minutes and appellate court is inevitable. The MacKlnnon, from pane 6
fr-om women.,_s viewpoint. I think
someone came to see him every Supreme Court commissioner's
•
we would see- an alliance with
seven.
case load would be assumed by do not deny the behavior. They puritanism and morality.
The pace on the Supreme Court the intermediate aooellat~rrt__ are at a loss to think that there is Women's pro~t against porbe anything wrong with having done nography would get turned into a
isn't much different. He hasn't and more district courts w
had enough time to fish or go added to ease the trial-court it. Tbeyseethemselvesashaving - protest against sexual exQ_Ullting-his two favorite sports. calendar. gotten held up for av~ ordinary plicitness. Our Bodies Ourselves,
Tne two fishing trips to Canada On whether there are a number partof their daily lives.
for example, might be among the
that almost ended in near tragic of inc6IDpetent trial attorneys, as
Women on the whole avoid first1o go. Any-form of eroticism,
airplane cr-a1?hes have been Chief Jui,tice Burger of the U.S. pornography. Women, it seems, to the male pomt o[ view, would
-widely publicized and, as a final Supreme Court declares there do not find pornography erotic. If be the first to go, suclLaslesbian
comment, are "nothing Jo really are, Amdahl says he believes that pornQgtaphers were providing eroticism, even lesbian intalk about." When Canadian many are adequate, and more something women found formation.
Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau than that in Hennepin County: satisfying or gratifying or inI'm not against censorship
and then-Sen. Walter Mondale "How is anybody t-o know they teresting or educational or because I am a First Amendment
got into the picture, that was just {sic) can do it unles you give anything, we would consume it. absolutist in the name of freedom
a "nice feeling to be wanted."
them (sic a chance?"
Men buy it, produce it at a of speech. It's clear to me that
His family of two adopted
Amdahl himseH had a chance phenomenal financial return. It's women do not !tave freedom of
children and his wife are of to try out the court in the early one of the largest industries in speech. The Frrst Amendment
foremost importance to him. As 1970s as jµ&tice pro tern. As aiill- this country.
has not protected ~ur rights to
members of Mount Olivet in, he wa,s'greatly impressed with
I have, an increasing diffi~ty speak. Women are silenced when
Lutheran Church, where Amdahl the bard, high-qualify"work and in distinguishing, from the we speak, as and, for women. My
served as trustee for six years integrity of the justices.
standpoint of women, par- s~itivity comes from that
the family is clpse and religious.
Eugene Minenko chief judge in nography on,the one hand and tbe cSile.nce and !fir. sense that _an
Amdahl ad:inifs that he has the Fourth District; laments that visions of bonda~, violence, the expanded definition of obscen~ty
always lived thinking that he has Amd_a hl's appointment was l>rnises, bei):lg tied up, being woula e~d what the social
to be as good or better than the excellent for the Supreme Court spread-eagled across car hoods- forces of the First Amendment
and a bad one for the District you know, the way deer are when have 3:lready created, w~ch. is
Court because the latter lost a you've shot them and so on this more silence from women s pomt
good trial judge.
whole genre.
'
'
of view.
But the appointment was no
I look at it and I know that
It shows an incredible faith in
surprise. "There wasn't a means me. It targets wome,i;. It is th~ legal systt:m, and I think a
lawyer, judge or citizen to my a set of promises made to men mISunderstanding of the values
knowledge who spoke against his Ulat we are expected to keep. a~d _interests that it . ~as
appointment," said Mitchell Men thatweJmow consume it not histoncally served, for fem1rusts
Prof. Jones. With a number of jW?tothermen.
'
to argue that more pomography
letters of support and a screening
We're looking for a forum ; sho~d be . ce~ed. ~nd I feel
by an advisory coinll'.iittee, Quie ·we're looking for some p.l ace to conflicted msaymg this, because
said the name Amdahl kept confroot these- issues. One place l lmo_w ~t wo~~ a ~ cencoming Back to him.
that we have attempted to use is sorship with1-em1D1St motives.
thecourls.
Look at the le$ODS of using the
What would it mean, for law- to protect women. Wha~ 1
example, to expan(!:the definition hav~ l~ned fr?m th_e 1:11of obscenity through the courts? vesbgation of those issues, IS this.
Mvskeptieis:m.iscriot onlv would it The legal system can be used as a
push pornography underground, means of legitimizing. wo~en's
next guy. His wife- thinks he may
be occasionally stubborn as well. WANTED: OLD BASEBALL which would make it even more outrage. If we are creative, 1t can
but the isolation of a Supreme CARDS.
profitable and attractive. 1 don't be part of women's emCourt justice may change -all of
trust this state to see obscenity powerment.
Will
pay
cash.
Mansco
Perry,
that.
At tlie <;apool, he sees only two 645-8734, or library message
LINDA EISENSTADT
or three- people -a day, c9m,pared board.
18M
to the 30 or so he saw andk:Iiew as
CORRECTING ~ I C
Professional
Typist
friends at the Government
890-5918
ALL KINDS \JF TYPING
Center.
·
-·
Part of the difference is explainea by the appellare work. of Housemates wanted te share
the high court. But also, the Merriam Park home.
"entire - state court ~ IS -own room, -fireplac~. ~ped. A.j~needstimeto _garden, -extras.
K.
~~. review, -research ,and - Winegar, 372-1721 or ~7547.
wnte:
Thus, he. says, .the Non-smokers only.
creation · of an mtermediate

EVALUATION
EXPEQTI~E

~ortbtuest
Jrld jri~ttng (ompanp
(DIVISION OF TYPOGRAPHIC ARTS, INC.)

316 CHICAGO AVENUE
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 5541.5
(612) 338-5078
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IN DETERMINING THE VALUE OF
CLOSED CORPORATION SECURITIES
To Help Solve Problems Of:
Estate & Gift Tax Litigation
Property Settlements
License Agreements
Patent Assets
Mergers & Acquisitions
Divorce Settlements
Conflicts of Interest
Profit-Sharing Plan Valuations
ESOTS
Buy/Sell Agreements
Stock Options
Going "Private"
Capitalization Restructuring

Law Brief Printing Specialists
APPROVED PRINTERS OF BRIEFS FOR THE UNITED STATES
COURT OF APPEALS, EIGHTH CIRCUIT

THE JOHN HAWTHORNE CO!\IPANY
CORPORATE FINANCIAL CONSULTANTS

_

'
"

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING'
WAYZATA, MINN. 55391
473-1404
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Sports

Faculty outscores students at Homecoming
The William Mitchell faculty
football team defeated a co-ed
student team 13 to 6 before a
standing-room-only crowd in the
first annual William Mitchell
homecoming game.
An estimated crowd of 100 fans
crowded into the front-lawn
stadium. Few of those fans
favored the faculty. The game
was officiated by Associate
Deans Melvin Goldberg,, and
Robert Oliphant.
The students, coached by
student Ma.nsco Perry, toolJ: an
early frto-0 lead on a t(>uchdown
.i;ags by Tom DiP~e to Tom
S&.way. Inspired by their c ~
Prof. Bernie Becker, the faculty
countered with two scoring
passes. After achieving their 13to-6 lead, the faculty's defense
took control of the game and,
with the assistance of a fine ballcontrol offense, succeeded in
shutting down the students' offense for the remainder of the
game.

Football league
off and running
ByJimMeyen
The William Mitchell Football
~gue is in the mi~t of another
suecessful.fall program.
The league is sponsored by the
Student Bar Association and
plays its games at the University
of Minnesota's Como Fields just
off Hennepin Ave. With 17 teams
this year, the competition is as
strong as ever, although _some
perennial powerhouses have
disbanded.
The once feared Como Bomlr
ers, winners of three straight
championships until unseated by
Jardine, Logan & O'Brien (JLO)
two years ago, are not fielding a
team at all this year. · Two other
teams that have been around for
a long time have changed names
and most faces; the Running
Rebels are now Unsigned Free
Agents (UFA) and Lurem,
Cheatum & Runn is now Shaken'
Bake.
JLO looks to be the class of the
league again this year and will be
going after their third straight
championship. They are fielding
the same lineup that won it all the
1ast two years. ·fhe strongest
challengers to JLO's dominance
appear to be UFA and the

Weekend Athletes.
Tlfe new commissioner,
second-y~ s~c;lent. ~ Duv~
.has divined the league- into two
di,Yisions based on the first lour
games. The stronger teams are in
Class A with the weaker teams in
ClassB.

Final Regular Season
Football Standings
League "A"

W-L
J.L.O . ........... ~ .......... 6-0
Weekend Athletes............ 5-1
WithoutRedeeming.
Social Value ..•.......•.... 5-1

V.F.A •••..•••••••.•.••.•.••• 5-1
V.R . ....................•.• 5-1
Illegal Procedure . •....•...•.• 3-3
Assumsit Generals ........... 3-3
Bannyand
the Jets ................... 2-4
Flagerent Delictos . ........... 2-4
League "B"
W-L

.............. 4-2
Basketball laagueDouble~efusal
Shaken Bake ............... 3-3
To Be Determined ........•..• 3-3
Well Hung Jury .............. 3-3
plans underway L.A.
Goats ••••••.••••••..••• 2-4
S.O.M...•.......•...••.•.•• 2-4

The first-ever William Mitchell W.M.O ..................... . 1-5
Intramural Basketball League is Once and Future . ............ 1-5
now being formed, with the
starting date set for late January
of 1981.
Tentative plans call for a
twelve-team men's division and a
four-team women's division, with
games to be played on Saturday
afternoons. If not enough interest
is shown in women's basketball,
an attempt will be made to
For the third year in a row,
substitute co-ed volleyball.
·
Because of gym rencal and the William Mitchell students have
initial outlay for equipment, a access to the indoor volleyball
$40-per-team fee will be collec- court at the All-American Bar.
ted.
The court is available from noon
Information and team sign-up to 3 p.m. every Saturday afsheets will circulate in the ternoon.
November Opinion. Questions
Play is open to anyone who
may be directed to second-year shows up, and everyone plays.
student Dennis Atchison. Limited The average crowd that has been
alumni participation will be showing up the last few weeks
allowed.
has ranged from 10 to 14 people .
. .- - - - - - - - - - -.. New players are welcome. .
We re sorry. The article
The All-American is on Como
headlined, " St. Paul Council Ave. about one block west of
considers parking ordinance," Hwy. 280 in Minneapolis. Those
earned f.he wrong byline. It was with questions may call Jim
written by Bob Birnbaum.
Meyen during the day at 221-1859.

Volleyball is open
to all Mitchellites

